“What if?”

Wang computers give Management Planners the answer.

If financial and management planners needed a statistical forecasting and financial planning system featuring true “what if” projections and stored models, time sharing used to be the only choice. Never mind expense, response time or restrictive equipment. Never mind that your confidential material was stored at a public facility—you simply had no alternative!

But now, Wang Labs introduces a better answer with MPS (Management Planning System), the first and only forecasting and financial planning system in a small computer featuring interactive “what if.” And MPS is a complete planning, cash management and budget control package for vital planning computations like proforma and seasonal analysis, discounted cash flow and modeling. So you don’t give up anything to enjoy the privacy and convenience of your own computer.

Best of all, a Wang MPS system complete with random-access diskette drive, 12-inch video terminal and high-speed printer probably costs less than you’re paying in time-sharing charges.

To find out how little it costs to move up to the only total financial planning system you don’t have to share, just fill out the coupon or contact your local Wang representative or call Wang MPS Sales at (617) 851-4111.

I’d like more information on:

☐ MPS ☐ Wang Business Computer Systems
☐ Wang Scientific Computer Systems

Mail to: MPS Sales, Wang Laboratories Inc.
1 Industrial Ave., Lowell, MA 01851

Name ________________________________

Company ________________________________

Address ________________________________ Phone ________________________________

City ___________________________ State ______________ Zip ___________________________